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A Special Story and Request

Attunement to the New Earth Star Grids, Initiations and Energy

ThothHorRa

I am providing a means here for everyone to participate in the work we are doing with the New Earth Star (NES)
consciousness through our focus within Second Life. Thus even those of you without the ability or guidance to
engage Second Life (SL) can now join us in this work all the same.
What we are doing in Second Life with the New Earth Star Island Estate (NESIE) is in fact working with the NES
consciousness in various ways to help anchor and integrate it with our current reality system thereby providing a
further "boost" to the collective ascension process.
ThothHorRa is facilitating some high level Metatronic dynamics through what we are creating in SL on NESIE.
Therefore, in order that our non-SL folks can join us in this work, we will now be making ThothHorRa's speaking
and initiation available to everyone online. The link to previous full the transcripts of the gatherings are found
below.
You may then go into meditation with ThothHorRa on your own, or with your own group, and attune yourself to
that specific initiation, repeating it aloud if possible. It is suggested that you print off a color copy of the
ThothHorRa image (above) to use as a transmission portal for the process.
ThothHorRa to our NESIE Gathering in the Tachyon 11th Heaven Sky Pyramid on 1/10/09:
ThothHorRa Khandr: Let us all come together now in a peaceful state, filled with the love and communion we
share. See the PINK QUARTZ pyramid as the HEART center of our circle feel the RADIANCE of that heart
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connecting to each of us and through that contact so we are connecting to one another. It is the RING that binds
with LOVE and not chains.
You will notice that we have some new dynamics present here. The crystals and their configurations above and
the Sepherothic Tree of Life for us here represents the New Earth harmonic of the DNA as it re-arranges into a
new pattern of Sepherioth - a new Tree of Life rooted in the New Earth. The sphere draws IN the Breath of the
HEART and the energy bodies and transforms it into new ether an etheric current of passage from one frequency
and wave-length to another.
The diamond spiraling above is the PURE GEM BODY...also can be seen as the Living Form of the In La'kech
Being...the Pure Gem Being. It is the PILLAR or PATH of that Pure Gem actualization as it reaches UP and
sustains the TEMPLE of NEW LIFE.

The core beam of the Taychon being sent up and through the pyramid from the crystal in the cavern on NESIE
and through the Gaia Egg, moves up through this crystalline dynamic above into the small chamber at the top of
the pyramid where the energy is COLLECTED and re-charged as a concentration being re-directed like a current
running on the surface of a conductive metal, this "surface" here in the top chamber is the outer edge or template,
of the whole conducting ELEMENT - the field of NESIE itself; AND those who are connecting through Her.

SHE is the body...becoming In La'kech, and so are you - as members of her Body.
So now my Brother Stars and Sistars, let us focus the connected heart energy we have accumulated together
here...not just from today, but since NESIE began. UP and through this passage and collecting in the chamber
above, then being sent beyond - through my Abode of the Crown Chakra; and BEYOND still, out into the world
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beyond the virtual. It is the PILLAR OF In La'kech LIGHT BOD out into the WORLD. The New Age now
TRULY has begun at the end of 2008, and is now entering a massive re-programming of this planet that has not
occurred for many eons. It is indeed unique of its kind on this world.
Take some time now...BE the Flame, the Crystal, the Pure Body. Allow your veins to open like rivers of LIGHT
and POUR this elixier into the World! See HER...the Divine Feminine In La'kech stretch her self out like a Tree
of Life pattern upon the Earth. See her...YOU are parts of her Being and so are ALL of humanity...Her Children.
She delivers Her Son/SUN in the midst of the NEW EARTH. This New Earth is NOW. HE is among you all...the
CHILD of LIGHT. See Him, know Him...for as HE said, "I AM WITH YOU ALWAYS."
Before I depart is there anything from among you that is to be spoken in this sacred space?
Drucilla Karu: I want to say how happy I am to be back with all of you my kindred.
CorianderShea Swansong: May all of YOU depart holding this Sacred Flame in your Hearts for the Love that you
have shown today. I am blessed to be a part of this. :)
ThothHorRa Khandr: We indeed welcome you back, Drucilla...and welcome YOU CorianderShea to the Fold.
CorianderShea Swansong: As are the rest of you, never forget that. I thank you.
Drucilla Karu: TY
Yara Ragu: THANK YOU.
Starheart Erdhein: This has been a special time for me.
ThothHorRa Khandr: May I say that all of you have a great opportunity to move past the OLD frameworks of
your life at this time, and in doing so, forge a path for others. However, do not see this as your "mission" for
"missions" have ceased to be. They imply the use of direct WILL on a matter or goal. This is not "wrong," it is
simply passing away. The New Ether does not require that type of engagement. It is one of simply BEING in the
state of LOVE and knowing that it will carry you through. Staying ENGAGED at ALL times to the LOVE and
the KNOWING. TRUSTING that all will proceed forward IF YOU BUT ALLOW IT PASSAGE through
SURRENDERING ALL. Surrendering to the potential and not to limitation.
You are all PREGNANT now...yes the men as well - with the CHILD OF LIGHT inside you. It need not be a long
labor or painful one, IF YOU BUT SURRENDER to the process of birthing, the rhythmn the cycle the season...all
things in their place and time. Yet now this "place" and "time" will come upon you in mid-step when you would
say..."well not NOW for I am too busy"...or "I must take care of this or that"...or "my life is not in order for it
yet"...OR "I am above that sort of process." WORK does not cease in the NEW EARTH, it simply is realized as
Divine and therefore become effortless. It is still a process...that is what humans now call "work."
You may turn the "lights" on again as I wish you to see me clearly as say this...THERE IS NO SEPARATION
FROM THIS WORLD AN THE NEXT..NONE. it us but a dream...not an illusion, for illusions are too fanciful. It
is a DREAM, which can be far more real for it expresses the inner feelings of the incarnation; yet in truth
DREAMS are born on the winds of CHANGE. They shift with the currents of the tides. They are sweet or bitter,
but they endure. Dreams are the pallet that TASTES life as it seems in the many different expressing visions of
being. Don't discard the DREAM, for you cannot; BUT ALLOW IT TO CHANGE...for it will! Always.
And so I leave you for now...with PEACE to you.
ThothHorRa Khandr: ANU KA ~|~ I extend to you the Ring of Soul Friendship
********

ThothHorRa's Second Life Gathering Transcripts
z
z
z

September 14th, 2008 Gathering at Mar'Lhanka (blessings of the sea) on NESIE
August 31, 2008 AUUM Coordination and NES Initiation on NESIE
August 10th, 2008 Gathering on AngelGate
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